Lasting Impressions. Proven Solutions.

MSSC has established an international reputation for creating and delivering the proven solutions businesses need for item identification and shipping that leaves lasting impressions. This is exactly what you can expect with our inkjet coding products that are reliable, compact, light and meet your exact budget requirements. Take a look at our deep line of MSSC coders and learn how they can help you make a mark on your industry.

Inkjet Coding

SMART-JET BLUE


MSSC Smart-Jet Blue Ink Jet Printers are compact and reliable and can be controlled wirelessly, with no router needed, via Bluetooth technology. This powerhouse coder prints on porous and non-porous surfaces and can print bar codes, QR codes and logos. A large display screen makes it easy to read and simple to operate.

SMART-JET LITE

For Compact Printers, it is the Total Package.

MSSC Smart-Jet Lite Ink Jet Printers are setting new standards of excellence by making consistently bold impressions in packaging applications. Controlled by keyboard only, print bar codes and logos on porous, semi-porous and non-porous surfaces. The Smart-Jet Lite is widely recognized as the most reliable, economical and compact ink jet coder on the market.

SMART-JET HAND HELD

Mobile. Lightweight. Now That’s Smart.

The MSSC Smart-Jet Hand Held Coder offers a breakthrough design for true mobile use. The Smart-Jet Hand Held can be programmed on the go from an Android device, or a keyboard for rapid changes.

- Ultra-portable and lightweight (1.83 lbs., 830 gm with battery and cartridge)
- Print anywhere and at any angle
- Print small diameter materials
- Change message anywhere with Android device or keyboard
SMART-JET GLIDE

Bluetooth Technology.
Flexibility to Print Hard-to-Reach Areas.

MSSC Smart-Jet Glide Ink Jet Printers are compact and reliable and can be controlled with a wireless keyboard or via Bluetooth. This power house coder prints on porous and non-porous surfaces and can print bar codes, QR codes and logos. Anti-shock mounting mechanism adjusts to surface irregularities for consistently smooth and high-quality printing results.

SMART-JET DL 100

Easily Turn Your Databases into Printed Codes.

The Smart-Jet DL 100 thermal ink jet coder provides the kind of innovative technology and reliability that delivers immediate benefits for your printing needs. Now you can easily utilize variable information from your existing databases to print unique identification numbers, production counts and even bar codes up to ½”. Plus, this unique product is run through a web browser, so it eliminates the need to download a driver or program.

SMART-JET DL 200

Create Codes Based on Unique Database Information.

The Smart-Jet DL 200 thermal ink jet coder is designed for use on your conveyor line. This technology offers superior reliability as well as a wide range of advantages for your packaging printing. It easily turns the variable information in your databases into unique printed identification numbers, production counts and even bar codes up to 1”. In addition, this coder is simple to use since it is run through a web browser or App, eliminating the need to download a driver or program.

SMART-JET INKS


MSSC Smart-Jet Inks are designed to produce reliable and consistent printing results in coding applications. For use in all Smart-Jet series thermal ink jet printers, these inks set the standard for quality and performance in the industry. A 442mL water based bulk ink option is available for high throughput operations. MSSC solvent inks can print on plastics, glass, and metal. Many colors available.